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Abstract— A (wireless) sensor network can be initialized
with one big cluster. This cluster contains all nodes.
In addition, it has a head node. The head is nearest
to the nearest point of all cluster members. Members
communicate with their head using respective local path.
Local paths can be multi-hop.

A head caches all data from its members. The cache
life is adjusted based on how accurate it was previously.
This introduces the concept of local data dynamicity. If
cluster data becomes too dynamic, it is decomposed into
multiple smaller clusters. This reduces cache update cost
and localizes dynamic zones. Other low dynamic regions
still benefit from longer cache life. When there are multiple
clusters, a cluster head uses a multi-hop global path
through other cluster heads to communicate with the base
station.

At the base station, after a query is parsed and
syntactically optimized, it is classified. The static query
optimizer then uses this classification to choose the initial
query execution plan. The plan combines both query and
routing strategies. The static query optimizer also sets
the plan refinement guidelines. Cluster heads use these
guidelines to dynamically refine the current execution plan
while queried by the base station.

A base station can only query a cluster head. The cluster
head can in turn provide information about its cluster
members.

I. INTRODUCTION

Application of sensor networks, particularly, wireless
sensor networks (WSNs) is huge. Its necessity is emerg-
ing day by day. Regardless of the particular applica-
tion, a common network model and query processing
framework can be established. This paper did that job. It
distinguished between network maintanence and query
processing. It combined query and routing strategies in
query execution plan. Three useful concepts are: demand
clustering based on local data dynamicity (section II-B),
static query optimization (section III-C), and dynamic
query execution plan refinement (section III-D).

Section II describes the network model and back-
ground maintenance process. Section III describes the
query processing steps. Section IV concludes the paper.

A. Related Works

Yao and Gehrke propose a declarative query lan-
guage in [2]. The front-end query processor creates
the execution plan that includes in-network processing.
Madden et al. apply data acquisitional optimizations in
query processing [1]. Sadagopan et al. [9] propose AC-
QUIRE - a query forwarding and evaluation algorithm
that is mainly suitable for single-shot continuous non-
aggregative queries.

Braginsky and Estrin [4] propose rumor routing. Here,
an event source generates an event agent. The event agent
travels randomly in WSN. Its path is called the event
path. A query generator generates a query agent that
also travels randomly in the WSN too. If a query path
intersects an event path, the query can trace back to the
event source.

Krishnamachari and Ahn proposed Expanded Ring
Search(ERS) [7]. In this algorithm, a central node first
queries all nodes 1 hop away. These nodes reply. The
central node then queries all nodes 2 hop away. This
process repeats until the query is fully resolved. A
variation of this algorithm is query flooding where the
nodes at hop 1 are responsible to query the nodes at hop
2 and so on. The central node only queries the nodes at
hop 1.

The network model of this paper includes a clustering
approach. Generally, clusters are suitable for continuous
queries [15]. However, our query processing techniques
can optimize for most common query classes.

II. THE NETWORK MODEL

The network model uses clustering based on local
data dynamicity. For simplicity, the model excludes node
death consideration, head selection process, local and
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global path (re)configuration, and in-depth clustering
algorithm. Local paths are used by cluster members to
communicate with their head. Global paths are used by
cluster heads to communicate with the base station. Our
future work will address these issues in detail. We will
not need them to understand the query processing steps
of this paper though.

A. Initial Model

The network is initialized with n nodes. Each node
maintains v different data elements. These data elements
include node identity, location, leftover energy, and local
sensor readings. Initially, we consider the whole network
as one cluster [15] (Figure 1). A node near the center
is chosen as the cluster head using the head selection
algorithm. There is nothing really special about this
node, except the location. Any node can act as a head.
However, only a head can communicate with the base
station. All other nodes in the cluster communite with
the head. These nodes are called cluster members.

Fig. 1. The initial network model. For simplicity, it shows a uniform
node distribution. A more random distribution will work too.

Each cluster member has a unique local path to
communicate with its cluster head. Local paths are
configured during cluster initiation. They can also be
reconfigured as cluster members die.

B. Demand Clustering based on Local Data Dynamicity

The initial one big cluster could be divided into multi-
ple smaller clusters if current cluster’s data becomes too
dynamic. Determination of data dynamicity is explained
in figure 2.

The base station only queries the cluster head(s).
Cluster head(s) in turn query their respective cluster
members. Data from cluster members are then stored in a

Fig. 2. When a query arrives, besides answering the query, a cluster
head determines its cluster’s data dynamicity. It then adjusts its cache
life accordingly. Too data dynamicity may demand further clustering.
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local cache at the cluster head1. The head also stores the
current time. When next time the same head is queried,
it first notes the time elapsed since the last update. If
this is less than the default cache life, it simply answers
the query using the cached data. Otherwise, it updates its
cache by quering all cluster members. This time it also
counts the percentage of data changed since last update.
If the amount is greater than a certain threshold (maxi-
mum acceptable data inaccuracy), it decreases cache life
to increase cached data accuracy. Else, it increases cache
life to use cached data for longer period.

In case the cache life goes down a certain threshold
(minimum acceptable cache life), the corresponding clus-
ter will be divided into smaller clusters. Intuitively, this
is reasonable beecause the cache update cost is higher
for a larger cluster. Furthermore, if the cache life is
too small, frequent updates are triggered. But with the
same nodes, not all smaller clusters would necessarily
have small cache life. Even if some of them have, they
will consume less energy during cache update than their
larger parent cluster.

The demand clustering process is recursive (Fig. 3). So
after initialization with one big cluster, the network will
eventually have a stable clustered form. At this stage,
to answer queries, cached data are used for the longest
possible time without sacrificing significant accuracy.
Also, minimum energy is consumed to update them.
This conclusion is expected to be valid if other network
conditions remains stable.

C. Model Variation

1) A cluster may have more than one heads [15]. At
any instant, there is only one active head though.
Head switching can be performed in round robin
fashion.

2) Multiple base stations can be integrated into this
model with little effort. Cached data will be then
used more efficiently. Because only one update
or reading will be required to answer multiple
concurrent queries.

III. QUERY PROCESSING

A. Basic Steps

Query processing starts by first parsing the query at the
base station (figure 4). The parsed query is then rewritten
in a syntactically more optimized form. This optimiza-
tion includes elimination of redundant predicates and

1This is not similar to Tiny DB global table query. Here, there is
no global table. Rather, each cluster head maintains a local table for
its cluster.

Fig. 3. Recursive demand clustering. The stable state implies that
the region of the network corresponding to the lower left corner of
the last diagram is more data dynamic than the others. This means,
for example, if the sensor network monitors air temperature, then
air temperature varies more frequently in that region. So cached
data are valid for shorter period and consequently frequent cache
update is necessary. As a result, the region keeps smaller clusters
and therefore smaller cache to consume less energy during cache
update. This solution will work because data dynamicity is not likely
to be uniform throughout the region. So some of the new smaller
clusters may still benefit from long cache life.
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simplification of expressions. The process is similar to
the standard query transformation process, performed in
most distributed query processing [16].

The syntactically optimized query is classified by the
query class identifier. A compound query class may
contain upto four basic query classes - simple/complex,
single-shot/continuous, aggregative/nonaggregative, and
event-driven. The class is set by simply analyzing the
query syntax. For example, in TinyDB query language,
[ONCE] may indicate a single-shot query [1]. Whereas
[LIFETIME] and [SAMPLE RATE] indicate continuous
query. A query is event-driven if it includes [EVENT],
complex if contains multiple simple queries2.

If the query is event-driven, the base station specifies
three parameters for cluster heads. These are: (1) the
event, (2) monitor sleep time, and (3) monitor life time.
Each head monitors its cluster for the event after every
monitor sleep time throughout monitor life time. There
are two variations of events (this is not explicitly shown
in the flowchart). The base station may look for only
one event occurrence or all event occurrences during a
preset time (i.e., monitor life time). In the first case,
the base station first transmits necessary information (the
three parameters) to the nearest cluster head. The head
then immediately checks its cluster for event. If it finds
one, it replies (and doesn’t pass the three parameters to
anyone else). Otherwise, it passes the three paramters to
all cluster heads in the next hop, which in turn repeat the
process. In the later case, all heads are informed because
they have to monitor all event occurrences throughout
their monitoring life time.

The static query optimizer is activated every time an
event occurs. In non-event-driven queries, it is activated
just after the query is classified. The static optimizer
specifies (1) the initial query execution plan, and (2)
plan refinement guidelines. The initial query execution
plan may be later modified following the plan refinement
guidelines. This dynamic plan refinement process starts
at every cluster head once it receives the query.

B. Query Execution Zone

[FROM] and [WHERE] parameters specify the query
execution zone [1]. It can be as specific as a “node
identity”, or as vague as “all nodes”. Intermediately,
it could be a region. The base station knows about its
clusters’ locations. So it sets up the query execution clus-
ters accordingly. All query execution plans, described in
the following section, are only executed in the selected
clusters. The query packet first travels from the base

2Multiple simple queries can be deliberately combined to make
complex. This can reduce transmission count.

station to one of the nearest selected clusters’ head. The
execution plan is followed then. By default, a selected
cluster head is only allowed to disseminate the query
packet (which includes the current query execution plan
and plan refinement guidelines) to the heads of the
selected clusters.

C. Static Query Optimization

This section will show how to specify (1) the initial
query execution plan IQEP, and (2) plan refinement
guidelines PRG, based on already identified query class
QC. IQEP and PRG are indexed at the static query
optimizer with QC. A more specific QC gets higher
precedence. For example, if a QC=“simple aggregative”,
the optimizer first attempts to find exact match, not only
QC=“simple” or QC=“aggregative”.

If QC=“simple single-shot nonaggregative”, then
IQEP=“Base station transmits the query and max-hop-
count to a nearest cluster head. The cluster head attempts
to solve the query. Only if it fails, it passes the query to
a randomly chosen node at the next hop. It also passes
the max-hop-count decrementing its value by 1. The next
head repeats the process.” PRG=“If a head receives the
query with max-hop-count=0, it first attempts to solve
the query with its own data. If it fails, it transmits the
query to all heads in next hop, not just one. Those heads
reply to this head. If they fail too, the head transmits the
query to all heads in the next to next hop through the
heads in next hop. The process continues until all heads
are touched or the query is resolved.”

For QC=“simple single-shot aggregative”, IQEP and
PRG are same as the previous ones, except the aggre-
gated data or partial result is passed with the query. So
finally a head can compute the final result and reply to
the base station.

QC=“simple continuous”. IQEP=“The query floods.
Every cluster head is informed. At result return phase,
partial results are computed at each head.” No PRG.

QC=“complex”. A complex query contains multiple
simple queries. It follows the same IQEP and PRG as of
simple queries. In addition, for “complex single-shot”,
only unsolved simple queries and up-till-now result are
tranmitted.

D. Dynamic Query Execution Plan Refinement

As said in section III-A, the initial query execution
plan may be refined dynamically. Each cluster head
performs this refinement when it receives the query. They
follow the plan refinement guidelines set by the static
query optimizer at the base station (see section III-C).
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E. Result Return

Partial result computation and query dissemination
policies are set by the static query optimizer as described
in section III-C. Whenever the final result is computed at
any cluster head, it immediately returns the result back to
the base station following the shortest path. Such paths
are established during cluster initiation. They are also
updated by the base station and cluster heads3.

F. Ambiguity about simple and complex query

A simple query should be considered complex if
it requires data from multiple clusters. This is neces-
sary for our protocol to work. For example, a query
may look like: SELECT node.humidity FROM cluster2
WHERE node.humidity>cluster1.node1.humidity. This
simple query must be segmented into two parts. The
first part involves SELECTing cluster1.node1.humidity
into a constant C. And the second part involves:
SELECT node.humidity FROM cluster2 WHERE
node.humidity>C. This will let cluster1 head to solve the
first simple query, and pass the result and the unsolved
second query to cluster2 head. Cluster2 head can now
compute the final result.

IV. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

This paper gives frameworks for a useful network
model and query processing in sensor networks. A very
important aspect of this paper is the consideration of
both query and routing strategies in query execution plan.
Our future work will address node death consideration,
head selection, local and global path (re)configuration,
and in-depth clustering algorithms. We are also planning
to simulate the ideas in near future.
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Fig. 4. Query Processing Steps.


